l.

(a) Mechanics of Particles: cartesian and spherical polar co-ordinate
systems;
area, volume, displacemen! velocity and acceleration in these systems.
Laws of
motion; conservation of enerry and momentum, applications to rotating frames,
cenfiipetal and coriolis accelerations; Motion under a cental force; conservation
of angular momentum, Kepler's laws; Fields and potentials; Gravitational field
and potential due to spherical bodies, Gauss and poisson equations, graviiational
self-energy; Two-body problem; Reduced mass; Rutherford scattering; centre
mass and laboratory reference fram:s.
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(b) Mechanics of Rigid Bodies: system of particles; centre of mass, angular
momentum, equations of motion; conservation theorems for energy, momentum
and angular momentum; Elastic and inelastic collisions; Rigid body; Degrees of
freedom, Euler's theorenr, angular velocity, angular momenturL moments of
inertia, theorems of parallel and perpendicular ares, equation of motion for
rotation; Molecular rotations (as rigid bodies); Di and tri-atomic molecules;
Precessional motion; top, S/roscope.

(c) Mechanics of continuous Media: Elasticity, Hooke's law and

elastic

of isotropic solids and their inter-relation; Streamline (Larninar) flow,
viscosity, Poiseuille's equation, Bemoulli's equation, Stokes' law and
constants

applications.

(d)

Special Relativity: Mchelson-Morley experiment and its implications;
Lorentz transformations-lenglh contraction, time dilatiorg addition of relativistic
velocities, aberration and Doppler effect, mass-enerry relation, simple
applications to a decay process; Four dimensional momentum vector; covariance
of equations of physics.
2. OSCILLATIONS,Waves and Optics:

(a)Damped Oscillations: Superposition of two SHM by vector addition"
superposition of two perpendicular SHM, Polarizatio4 Lissajous figuressuperposition of many SHMs, complex number notation and use of exponential
series. Damped motion of mechanical and electrical oscillator, heavy damping,
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-2critical damping. Damped single hamronic oscillator, amplitude decay, logarithmic
decremen! relaxation time, energy decay, Q value, rate of enerry decay equal to
work rate ogdnmFing force, problems.

Forced Oscillations: Transient and steady state behaviour of a forced oscillator,
Variation of displacement and velocity with frequency of driving force, frequency
dependence of phase angle between force and (a) displacemen! (b) velocity,
Vibration Insulation - Power supplied to oscillator, Q-value as a measlue of power
absorption

bandwidttr, Q-value as amplification factor of low frequency response, modes
vibratior\ inductance coupling of electrical oscillators, wave motion as the limit
coupled oscillations.

of
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@)Wave Motion: The wave equation, tansverse waves on a string, the string as.a
forced oscillator, characteristic impedance ofa string reflection and transmission
of transverse waves at a boundary , impedance matching insertion of quarter wave
element, standing waves on a string of fixed lengtlr, normal modes and eigen
frequencies. Enerry in a normal mode of oscillatiorq wave grouPs, group velocity,
dispersion, wave group of many comPonents, bandwidth theorerL transverse

waves

in a periodic

structure (crystal). Doppler effect, sound waves

in

gases,

in

sound waves, intensity, specific acoustic impedance,
longitudinal waves in a soli4 Young's moduluq Poisson's ratio, longitudinal
waves in a periodic structure, reflection and Eansmission of sound waves'.

enerry disnibution

Optics: Laws of reflection and refraction from Fermat's
principle; Matrix method in paraxial optics-thin lens formula,mirror formula,
nodal planes, system oftwo thin lenses, chromatic and spherical aberrations.

(c) Geometrical

Interference: Interference of light-Young's experiment Newton's rings,
interference by thin films, Michelson interferometer; Multiple bearn interference
and Fabry-Perot interferometer. Anti reflection coatings.

(d)

(e) Diffraction: Fraunhofer diftaction-single sli! double slit, diftaction grating,
resolving power; Diftaction by a circular aperture and the Airy pattem; Fresnel
diftaction: half-period zones and zone plates, circular aPerture.
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(f) Polarization and Modem Optics:Production and detection of linearly

and

circularly polarized light; Double refraction, quarter wave plate; Optical activity;
Principles offibre optics, attenuation; Pulse dispersion in step index and parabolic
index fibres; Material dispersiorL single mode fibres; Lasers-Einstein A and B
coefficients; Ruby and He-Ne lasers; Characteristics of laser light-spatial and
temporal coherence; Focusing of laser fsams; Three-level scheme for laser
operation; Holography and simple applications.
(g) Laser: Spontaneous and stimulated emission, population inversion, resonator,
Helium-Neon laser, fluorescence and phosphoresce,nce.
3. Electricity and Magnetism:

(a)Calculus of Vectors : Inhoduction to gradient divergence & curl; their
physical significance. Rules for vector derivatives, useful relations involving
gradient divergence & curl. Fundamental theorem for gradients, Gauss's and
Stoke's theorems

(b) Electrostatics and Magnetostatics: Electric charge and its

properties,

Coulomb's law. The electric field due to a point charge and continuous charge
distibutions, Field due to electric dipole, Field lines, flux, Gauss's law and its
applications. Curl of electric field. Relation between potential and electric field
.Laplace and Poisson equations in electrostatics and their applications; Electric
potential due to different charge distribution: Wire, Ring, Disc, Spherical Sheet,
Sphere, dipole etc. The enerry for a point and continuous charge distribution.
Conductors in the electrostatic field, Capacitors, Current and current density, drift
velocity, expression for current density vector, eqwrtion of continuity. Ohm's Law
and expression for electrical conductivity, limitations of Ohm's law. Equipotential
surface method of electrical images.. Enerry of a system of charges, multipole
expansion of scalar potential; Method of images and its applications; Potential and
field due to a dipole, force and torque on a dipole in an external field; Dielectrics,
polarization; Solutions to boundary-value problems-conducting and dielectric
spheres in a uniform electric field;

t1
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4Magretic fields, magnetic forces, magnetic force on a cu,lent carrying wire.
Torque on a current loop, Biot-savart law . Field due to infinite wire carrying
steady current field of rings and coils. Magnetic field due to a solenoid, Force on
parallel current carrying wires. Ampere's circuital law and its applications to
infinite hollow cylinder, solenoid and toroid. The divergence and curl of B.
comparison of magnetostatics and elechostatics. Magnetic vector potential and its
expression. surface current density and change in magrretic field at a current sheet.

Hall Effect .Magnetic shell, rmiformly magnetized sphere;

Ferromagnetic

materials, hysteresig enerry loss.

(c) current Electricity: Kirchhoffs laws and their applications; Biot-savart law,
Ampere's law, Faraday's law,Lerz'law; Self-and mufual-inductances; Mean and r
m s values in AC circuits; DC and AC circuits with & L and C components;
Series and parallel nesonances; Quality factor; Transformers,AC generator,DC
generator,AC moter,DC moter.

(d) Electromagnetic waves and Blackbody Radiation: Displacement

current
and Mar<well's equations; Wave equations in vacuum, Poynting theorem; Vector
and scalar potentials; Electromagnetic field tensor, covariance of Manwell's
equations; Wave equations in isotopic dielectrics, reflection and refraction at the
boundary of tu,ro dielectrics; Fresnel's relations; Total intemal reflection; Normal
and anomalous dispersion; Rayleigh scattering; Blackbody radiation and planck's

radiation law, Stefan- Boltzmann law, Wien's displacement law and RayleighJeans' law. E.M waves and communication.
4. Thermal and Statistical Physics:

(a)

Thermodynamics: Laws of thermodynamics, reversible and ineversible
processes, entopy; Isothermal, adiabatic, isobaric, isochoric processes and entropy
changes; Otto and Diesel engines, Gibbs' phase rule and chemical potential; van
der Waals equation of state of a real gas, critical constants; Maxwell-Boltzman
distribution of molecular velocities, transport phenomena, equipartition and virial
theorems; Dulong-Petit Einsteirq and Debye's theories of specific heat of solids;
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Maxwell relations and applications; Clausius- Clapeyron equation; Adiabatic
demagnetisation, Joule-Kelvin effect and liquefaction of gases.

(b) Statistical Physics: The statistical basis of thermodynamics: Probability and
thennodynarnic probability; principle of equal a priori probabilities, probability
distibutiorL its narrowing with increasing rL average properties, fluctuations,micro
and macrostates, accessible and inaccessible states. Phase space, division of phase
space into cells, Thermal equilibrium between two systems, beta parameter and its

identification with (kT)-I, probability and entopy, Boltzmann's entropy relation,
statistical interpretation of second law of thermodynamics. Maxwell-Boltzrnann
statistics, application of M-B statistics to monoatomic gas, principle of
equipartition of energy, Bose-Einstein statistics, deduction of Planck's radiation
law, derivation of Wiens's displacement law and Stefan's law. Fermi-Dirac
statistics, comparison ofthree types of statistics

5. Quantum

Mechanics: Wave-particle dualitiy; Schroedinger equation and
expectation values; Uncertainty principle; Solutions of the one{imensional
Schroedinger equation for a free particle (Gaussian wave-packet), particle in a box,
particle in a finite well, linear hannonic oscillator; Reflection and transmission by
a step potential and by a rcctangular barrier; Particle in a three dimensional box,
density of states, free electron theory of metals; Angular momentum; Hydrogen
atom; Spin half particles, properties of Pauli spin matrices.
6. Atomic and Molecular Physics: Stem-Gerlach experiment, electron spin, fine
structure of hydrogen atom; L-S coupling, J-J coupling; Specfroscopic notation of
atomic states; Zeeman effect; Frank- Condon principle and applications;
Elementary theory of rotational, vibratonal and electonic spectra of diatomic
molecules; Raman effect and molecular structure; Laser Raman spectoscopy;
Lnportance of neutal hydrogen atom, molecular hydrogen and molecular
hydrogen ion in astonomy; Fluorescence and Phosphorescence; Elementary theory
and applications of NMR and EP& Elementary ideas about Lamb shift and its

significance.
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7. Nuclear and Particle Physics: Basic nuclear properties-size, binding energy,
angular momentum, parity, magretic moment; Semi-empirical mass formula and
applications, mass parabolas; Ground state of deuteron, ma€netic moment and noncentral forces; Meson theory of nuclear forces; Salient features of nuclear forces;
Shell model of the nucleus - successes and limiffi66; Violation of parity in beta
decay; Gamma decay and internal conversiory Elementary ideas about Mossbauer
spectroscopy; Q-value of nuclear reactions; Nuclear fission and fusion, energy

production in stars; Nuclear reactors. Classification of elementary particles and
their interactions; Conservation laws; Quark structure ofhadrons; Field quanta of
electroweak and strong interactions; Elementary ideas about rrnification of forces;
Physics ofneutrinos.

8. Solid State Physics, Devices and Electronics: Crystalline and

of

amorphous

matter; Different crystal systems, space groups; Methods of
determination of crystal structure; X-ray diftaction, scanning and transmission
electon microscopies; Band theory of solids - conductors, insulators and
semiconductors; Therrnal properties of solids, specific heat Debye theory;
Magnetism: dia para and ferromagnetism; Elements of superconductivity,
Meissner effect Josephson junctions and applications; Elementary ideas about
high fempsratu€ superconductivity. Intinsic and exhinsic semiconductors; pn- p
and n-p-n transistors; Amplifiers and oscillators; Op-amps; FET, JFET and
MOSFET; Digital electronics-Boolean identities, De Morgan's laws, logic gates
and truth tables; Simple logic circuits; Thermistors, solar cells; Fundamentals of
structure

microprocessors and digital computers.'

